
ARMS RACE IN DEVELOPMENT OF THE COLD WAR HISTORY ESSAY

This paper will attempt to demonstrate that the arms race was the defining factor in the development of the cold war
after the world war two and a direct.

Over the next 10 years, the Soviet Union and U. These treaties were only partially successful. Though the
naval arms race did poison Anglo-German relations, it was the actions of the German army, not the German
navy, that ultimately produced war in  In the early s both sides realized that something had to give. After the
United States did greatly increase its nuclear and conventional arms during the Korean War , the Soviet
leadership for its own domestic reasons made only a partial response. President Richard Nixon with Soviet
General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev , By the s, with the cold war entering its 30th year with no direct conflict
between the superpowers, the United States and the Soviet Union entered a period of reduced conflict, in
which the two powers engaged in trade and exchanges with each other. When from the mids the Soviets
undertook the most massive peacetime military buildup in history, the United States chose to disengage
somewhat from the race. Russian President Vladimir Putin responded to the withdrawal by ordering a build-up
of Russia's nuclear capabilities, designed to counterbalance U. However, Soviet Union leader Joseph Stalin's
spies were so good, he knew all about it. Chinese state media has also announced to have tested anti-ballistic
missiles, [47] though specific information is not public. This was crippling to their economy and helped to
bring an end to the Cold War. It was characterized by both political and military superiority between United
States, which was backed by its NATO allies, and Soviet Union that led the communist side. Thanks for
watching! They did not think the Soviet Union was this far along in their nuclear development. This was a
race that, for financial reasons, none of the participants wanted to run very far. Please improve the article or
discuss the issue. This was an even more powerful version of the nuclear bomb. The arms race was throughout
the cold war, which lasted about 45 years. An additional countries have signed this treaty since  Pakistan had
its own covert atomic bomb projects in which extended over many years since the first Indian weapon was
detonated. The arms competition between the United States and the Soviet Union did not fit an action-reaction
model very well. The U. Similarly, Adolf Hitler was in a rush to attack France in and the Soviet Union in ,
partly because of the dynamics of an arms race that he had started in the s. Political purposes almost always
drive and govern arms races. The Germans in the end could not keep up, because of domestic difficulties in
raising taxes and pressures to give greater priority to spending on the army. As the post-Bismarck political
leadership decided that Germany must become a world power, Admiral Alfred von Tirpitz was able to justify
building a large German battle fleet. The examples and perspective in this article may not include all
significant viewpoints. The new qualitative improvements embodied in the last American arms spurt of the
Cold War made Soviet military leaders nervous and helps explain why they were willing in the mids to accept
the new ideas promoted by Mikhail Gorbachev in hopes of raising the technological level of Soviet society.
This was primarily due to the economic impact that nuclear testing and production had on both U. Senate
ratified the treaty in December by a three-quarter majority. This meant that both countries could destroy the
other country in the case of attack. S-Soviet relations significantly improved, Mikhail Gorbachev assumed
control of the Soviet Union after the deaths of several former Soviet leaders, and announced a new era of
perestroika and glasnost, meaning restructuring and openness respectively. The two sides began to talk and
take a softer line towards each other. It ended at the Washington Conference of with the first major
arms-limitation treaty ever and a new political settlement for East Asia. This lead to the development of many
extremely dangerous bombs and weapons, which could destroy life on earth. When dealing with crisis or
conflict, America must not prolong foreign involvement. On April 8, , former U. Deep underground facilities
were built for high ranking government officials where they could reside safely. At the same time people built
bomb shelters and underground bunkers where they could hide in the case of nuclear attack. This continued to
worsen Soviet-U. Edited by Robert Cowley and Geoffrey Parker. Although both states continued to hold
massive numbers of nuclear weapons and research more effective technology, the growth in number of
warheads was first limited, and later, with the START I , reversed.


